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Mesa Corporation Launches Three New Barcode Recognition
Features
Automatic Orientation, Automatic Scheme, and Barcode in Range
features significantly increase
Barcode module capabilities.
Lincoln, Neb. – August 11, 2006 — Mesa Corporation, an industry leader in document
and information management, today launched significant enhancements to their Scanning
Workstation module. The new software includes ‘Automatic Orientation,’ ‘Automatic
Scheme,’ and ‘Barcode in Range.’ This technology eliminates having to ensure all
barcodes in a batch of documents are oriented similarly on each page, as well as allowing
mixed barcode symbologies within a batch of documents. Additionally, users whose
documents have more than one barcode per page, have the ability to choose which
barcode or barcodes to read.
“The implementation of these barcode features greatly enhances the capability of the
standard Scanning Workstation,” said Tom Manning, President and CEO of Mesa
Corporation. “Now, whether a company uses multiple barcodes per page or even varied
schemes per page, Scanning Workstation will recognize all barcodes designated for
identification by the user.”

With Automatic Orientation, barcodes do not have to be placed in a uniform direction or
within the same area on each page. Consequently, when a user preps a document for the
scanning process, they may place the barcode or barcodes anywhere on the document horizontally or vertically and know it will be scanned successfully.
The Automatic Scheme feature works in conjunction with Automatic Orientation to
further simplify the scanning process by allowing a user to scan a batch of documents
containing different barcode schemes. Separating batches based on barcode scheme is
not necessary, therefore reducing preparation time dramatically.
The third new feature, Barcode in Range is ideal for scanning documents that have
multiple barcodes per page. Users are able to specify which barcode or barcodes to use
for the identification process.
About Mesa Corporation
Established in 1990, Mesa Corporation provides cost-effective document management
systems for companies needing to manage data, including text, images, audio, video and
databases. Its systems are modular in design and incorporate the latest mass storage
technologies to provide solutions for single departments to enterprise wide applications.
Mesa’s clients include medical, government, media, insurance, retail and manufacturing.
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